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Transvideo’s Starlite family of 5” HD OLED touchscreen
monitors are designed to be intuitive to the professionals.
The Starlite hosts a high-resolution display with built-in tools
such as waveform monitor, vectorscope, histogram or again
a virtual horizon based on an internal gyroscop.
The menu is customizable with “Smart Corner” shortcuts.
The Starlite has low power consumption whilst an embedded recorder
delivers dailies in .h264 directly onto SD cards up to 128GB.
Despite of its light weight the Starlite is built to last with
a rugged machined aviation-grade aluminium body.
Several accessories, including a sun hood or a protective cover,
fit magnetically on the front of the monitor.

StarliteHD5

The StarliteHD5 inspired the entire range.
With intuitive customizable touchscreen, the user is finally free of
endless menus.
Versatile, it is a tooldbox findingits place on the most exigent sets.
Despite its light weight and small size, the StarliteHD5 is built to last
with an aluminium machined body.

StarliteHD-e

StarliteHD- e volution adds the facility to record lenses metadata
on a SD-card when connected to an intelligent lens as ARRI LDS,
Cooke /i or ZEIZZ eXtended.
Captured directly from the lens with the camera timecode, the metadadata
save both time and money in post-production by offering technical
information to the VFX department.
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StarliteHD5 ARRI
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Only available through ARRI ’s sales channels, the StarliteHD5-ARRI
remotes the ALEXA Mini and the AMIRA throught a specific menu activated
when the monitor is connected to the EXT connector of the camera.
StarliteHD5-ARRI is compatible with any other cameras with
standard functionalities.
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StarliteRF-a

The StarliteRF-a develops 200m/600ft of wireless transmission and
includes user controls of ARRI ’s ALEXA Mini and AMIRA as standard
whilst usable also on any other camera (without the controlling mode).
The StarliteRF-a is part of the TitanHD2 system that includes transmitter
and standalone receivers.
This package creates a reliable connection in just a few seconds.
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Starlite WVS

Only available through ARRI ’s sales channels, StarliteHD5-WVS
is part of the ARRI Wireless Video System; it is the perfect companion
of the Alexa SXT-W.
The StarliteHD5-WVS shares the same ease of use and reliability
of the ARRI WVS system.
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Starlite Starlite Starlite Starlite Starlite
HD-e HD5 ARRI RF-a
HD5
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Compatible
with any camera
Remotes ARRI
Alexa Mini & Amira
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Wireless link with
the TitanHD2 TX
Wireless link with
ARRI WVS system
SONY L-type battery
support integrated
R

/i Lens connection
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